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A LIFTING LINE ANALYSIS OF NONPLANAR WINGS 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The motivation behind this endeavor has its beginning 
during the 1920's. It was then that Mr. Willard Custer 
conceived the idea of constructing a channel-wing aircraft. 
Since the first pilotless flight in 1927 Mr. Custer has 
continued to advance the concept and his latest model is 
the CCW-5 [1].
The channel wing concept has gained a certain amount 
of momentum in the last few years owing to the increased 
interest in developing a reliable short take-off and landing 
(STOL) aircraft. The concept takes advantage of the Bernoulli 
Principle by relying on an increased velocity over the 
upper surface of the channel. This increase in velocity 
lowers the static pressure on the upper surface and results 
in higher lift forces than can be obtained from using a 
planar wing.
This increase in velocity is attained by mounting 
the aircraft engine in the center of a semi-circular channel 
with the propeller mounted aft at the trailing edge of the
wing. Figure 1.1 illustrates the possibility of utilizing the 
concept on a Fairchild F-27.
Until recently, investigative efforts probing the feasibility 
of the concept have been primarily experimental in nature [2-8] 
and although a considerable amount of increased lift could 
be attributed to the channel the concept did not receive 
much enthusiasm. This lack of enthusiasm is partially attributable 
to the fact that a firm requirement for a STOL type aircraft 
did not exist at that time. A resurgence of interest in the 
concept has since been generated because of the realization 
that a STOL-type aircraft is indeed practical and feasible.
Theoretical investigations into the concept are still 
relatively few in number and are divided into two different 
approaches. The first approach [9] is a closed form solution 
requiring only airfoil data and the propeller thrust as inputs.
Its relative simplicity is the major advantage since it 
compares very favorably with experimental data for a 
propeller mounted behind a semi-circular channel. A dis­
advantage of the approach is that it does not predict the 
effect of the channel section on the remainder of the wing.
The second effort [10] uses lifting surface theory as its basis 
and, although the results compare well with experimental data, 
it requires a considerable amount of computer time for a 

















does predict the effect of the channel section on the remainder 
of the wing. Both of the aforementioned methods have been 
applied only to semi-circular sections; the Blick theory 
being restricted to this type of section.
It is well known that Prandtl's lifting line theory [11] 
closely approximates the results from lifting surface theory 
for high or moderate aspect ratio planar wings. It will be 
the object of this dissertation to apply the same ideas 
to nonplanar wings, with the assumption that the channel sections 
are elliptical in shape. This will hopefully provide some basis 
for choosing an optimum channel shape.
Chapter II develops a lifting line theory for a nonplanar 
wing of a general shape. The applicability of this method 
for a general shaped wing will not be evaluated since the 
calculations will be restricted to elliptical wings.
Chapter III applies the previously developed theory 
to an elliptical wing. An extension of this development 
to include applications to wings of other shapes such as 
a planar wing with a channel inserted between the wing tips 
should be straightforward.
Chapter IV concerns itself with the aerodynamic properties 




The lifting line theory as formulated by Prandtl is the 
basis for this development. Prandtl's model of the flow 
past a finite wing does imply certain assumptions which 
will be iterated at this time.
The circulation, F, associated with the lift on the 
wing vanishes at the tips and is distributed symmetrically 
about the midsection of the wing. This circulation is equated 
to the outflow of vorticity and any variation in circulation 
will be accompanied by a shedding of vorticity from the wing. 
These vortex filaments are generated at the wing and proceed 
downstream to infinity (if the flow is assumed to be steady) 
from the trailing edge of the wing in the direction of the 
undisturbed flow. Unlike lifting surface theory, Prandtl's 
lifting line theory assumes the lift is concentrated along a 
single line to which the wing reduces as the aspect ratio
tends to infinity. The vortex filaments originating at this
drline have a constant strength, —  , where s is the distance 
measured along the lifting line as shown in figure 2.1.
The total velocity, dq, induced by one of these 






Biot-Savart law and integrating from the lifting line to 
infinity. This integration may be found In most textbooks 
on fluid dynamics and is omitted from this work.
The induced velocity, q, resulting from the summation 
of all the elemental vortex filaments, has two components; 
one along the lifting line and the other normal to a plane 
passed through the lifting line and the undisturbed velocity.
The component along the lifting line is zero for a planar 
wing and will be assumed to be very small compared to the normal 
component along a nonplanar wing with the possible exception 
of a small arc length very near the wing tip. The normal 
component is commonly referred to as the downwash, w. After 
one makes the assumption that the component along the lifting 
line is negligible, each section of the wing is then assumed 
to behave as though it were a two dimensional section of the 
wing in the presence of the free stream plus the downwash.
■ BASIC EQUATIONS
The resultant force, experienced by a unit span of 
the wing is given by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem which relates 








Figute 2.2 Lifting Line Representation of a Nonplanar Wing
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From two dimensional airfoil theory, it is also known
that
— nTl2,
= *o"o 2 PU c (2-2)
where a^ is the lift curve slope associated with the two 
dimensional airfoil section, c is the airfoil chord, and 
is the effective angle of attack. After the expression for 
that is given by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem is substituted 
into equation 2.2, an expression results which has two unknown 
values.
r = Y a^Uca^ (2.3)
These two unknown values are the circulation, T, and the effective 
angle of attack, â . The effective angle of attack may be 
related to the absolute angle of attack, a ,̂ in the following 
manner.
a = a - a, (2.4)o a i
The induced angle of attack, a^, arises as a result of the downwash 
and may be expressed as
= arctan ̂  ^  . (2.5)
Equation 2.3 now may be written in terms of the circulation and 
a new unknown quantity, downwash.
11
r = ^ a Uc L o
w
a “ u (2.6)
The problem is now relegated to one of finding an expression 
for the downwash distribution on the wing and relating this downwash 
to the circulation distribution. The incremental downwash, dw, 
is that component of the induced velocity that is normal to the 
wing (see figure 2.3) and may be calculated in the following manner.
4" - dq ' [gîd- It  «.7)
The function, F, describes the shape of the wing and is 
written in a manner such that grad F is in a downward direction 
normal to the wing.
From the Biot-Savart law the incremental induced velocity, 
dq, was found to be
d X i
—«where d is the vector from the vortex to a point on the wing and i 
is the unit vector in the X direction as shown in figure 2.3. The 












The total downwash at P(y,z) is obtained by integrating
equation 2.9 over the entire span of the wing.
b
” ■ llrad F|
dr/de -1 , (2.11)
-b
This expression for the downwash can now be substituted into 
equation 2.6.
r = — a Uc 2 o • a _a 4itU I grad F |
-b
(2.12)
There have been no restrictions placed upon either the 
chord, c, or the lift curve slope of the two dimensional 
airfoil, â , and in general they may be continuous functions 
of y.
The absolute angle of attack, a^, is also a function 
of y and can be determined from the geometry of the wing and 
the angle of zero lift, a^, for the airfoil section.
(2.13)
14
where a is the geometric angle of attack. If is defined 
as the geometric angle of attack at the mid-section of the 
channel, then a can be determined in the following manner. 
From figure 2.4 it can be seen that
V = U cos a X c (2.14)
and
V = U sin a . z c (2.15)
The geometric angle of attack, a, is then
a = arctan
' v  \n
VX
(2.16)
where V is that component of V that is normal to the surface n z
of the wing. is expressed as
(2.17)
the negative sign being required due to the direction of 
grad F. Therefore






Figure 2.4 Angle of Attack
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~  a^Uc / tan"l - a > (2.19)
/
and becomes the equation which must be solved to determine the 
appropriate circulation distribution.
One method of solution is to assume a suitable series solution 
for the circulation distribution and evaluate the coefficients 
of the series by use of a collocation process. This method is 
pursued in the following chapter to evaluate the coefficients of 
a Fourier series that is used to represent the circulation distribution 
associated with wings that have an elliptical shape.
CHAPTER III
ELLIPTICAL WING SECTIONS
The special case of elliptical channels will be investigated 
in this chapter. Due to the nature of the geometry (see figure 3.1) 
where
r = ------- Êk------------ (3.1)
{ sin̂ (j) + a^ coŝ ij) }
and
abR = ------- — ------------ L (3.2)
{ b^ sin^r) +  ,a^ cos^ri }
it becomes advantageous to recast the general theory into polar 
coordinates.
If the assumption is made that the circulation, F, can be 
represented by a Fourier sine series, the coefficients of this 
series can then be determined by the method of collocation.
The sine series is chosen since it automatically forces the circulation 
to zero at the wing tips thus satisfying that boundary condition.
In addition only the odd terms of the series are considered since 
the even terms lead to an asymmetrical circulation distribution.
For simplicity in the following integration the circulation is 




Figure 3.1 Polar Coordinates for an Elliptical Wing
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The circulation sine series is then written as
r = Ub B sin nij)
n=l n
(n odd)




4r = Ub 2  nB cos nij) 
n=l “
(3.5)
since F is only a function of (j).
Equation 2.19 can now be expressed in polar coordinates as 
/
&




“c'' • TilfdTI (3.6)
\ / 
From equation 3.6 it can be seen that the argument of the
integral is singular in the limit as d goes to zero. The solution
for the coefficients for the circulation distribution by the
collocation method ihvolves the evaluation of n squared singular
integrals if one uses the present form of equation 3.6. The number of
20
singular integrals can be reduced to n by removing the dependency 
upon n from the singular integral. This is accomplished by adding 






n \ —  cos nn - cos n<j)
e.





• i f î H i - (3.7)
\ /
The first integral of equation 3.7 is now non-singular and
the limit as d goes to zero will depend upon the geometric shape
of the wing. The second integral of equation 3.7 remains singular
but is independent of n thus reducing the number of singular
integrals to n. From equation 3.7 it can be seen that the only
remaining variables that need to be recast into polar coordinates
are e,, d and grad F.
The vector, d, is expressed as










r - R cos((j)-ri) e^ + R sin((j)-ri) ê
r2 + r2 _ 2rR cos (̂ -n)
The unit vector, e,, which is normal to d, is then
/se.R sin(ij)-ri) + |r cos(^-n) - rj 




The gradient of F divided by its magnitude, which is the 
downward unit normal to the wing, is expressed as
I /\e.gpgj p |b̂  sin^^ + a^ cos^t^ \  ^t^-a2)sin# cos^
sin?* + a"+ cos^,^^
(3.14)
After substituting the values associated with the geometry 
of the wing into equation 3.7 it is found that
22
ïï
n ̂  Q(n)(cos nn - cos n<|>)dn + cos n<j) ^ Q(n)dn









(K̂ sin̂ ((> + coŝ ij))
- «2 > (3.15)
where
q(t̂ ) = MN**sin(j>-n) + MN^cos(j>-h) - M^N sinQ cos$ (K^-1) 15)
- 2MN cos(^-n)
in which
M = (K̂  sin^n + cos^n)*, (3.17)
N = (K̂  sin̂ if» + coŝ (j)) , (3.18)
and
K =» — =■ 1/ (1-e^) (3.19)
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Except for the special case where the eccentricity, e, is 
zero (appendix B) a numerical solution for the integration 
is required. To facilitate the use of machine integration 
it becomes necessary to investigate both the limit of the 
non-singular integral as n approaches ()> and the convergence 
of the singular integral in equation 3.15.
The integrand
Q(n)(cos nn - cos n(j>) 
is non-singular and the limit as n approaches 4> is
lim
n->4) Q(n)(cos nn - cos n(f))
nN^siii nj) # - (K M )^ s in ^ ( j )  cos^J go)
(K^—1)2 sin^ÿ coŝ cj) +
The singular integral in equation 3.15 converges and may
be evaluated (appendix C) as follows.
ir (j)-E ir




E ( * )
N sin* co8<t> (K̂ -1)
(K^-1)2 sin̂ (j) coŝ (|) +
3N^ + (K^-1) (coŝ (j) - sln̂ (j)) + (K̂ -l)sin̂ ij) coŝ (f)
+ terms of order ê . (3.22)
The Fourier coefficients in equation 3.15 are evaluated by 
the collocation method. This method requires that equation 3.15 
be evaluated at n locations of (> and then this system of n simultaneous 
equations is solved to determine the value of the n Fourier coefficients 
that satisfy equation 3.15. After the Fourier coefficients are 
determined, equation 3.3 gives the expression for the circulation 
distribution. To render the circulation independent of the density 
and the free stream velocity, the spanwise values of circulation 
are normalized with respect to the value of the circulation, F̂ , 
calculated at the wing center-line.
Figure 3.2 illustrates that an increase in eccentricity, for 
a given value of the two dimensional lift curve slope and the aspect 
ratio, increases the circulation distribution near the wing tips.
The exhibited trend in circulation is not analagous to that of the 
planar wing wherein such a distribution would imply that as eccentricity 
increases the circulation distribution is approaching that of a wing 
which has an infinite span. The nonplanar wing, as eccentricity 
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Figure 3.3 Circulation Distribution (e=0)(aQ=2w)
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increase in the induced drag. Due to the spanwise slope of the 
wing near the tip the lift (vertical force) does not increase at 
the same rate as the induced drag and the overall effect is to 
decrease the efficiency of the wing.
The wing aspect ratio is defined as
AR = - ^  (3.23)
where the reference wing area, S, is taken as that area of a planar 
wing having a semi-span equal to the semi-major axis of the 
elliptical wing and the same chord distribution. It is shown in 
figure 3.3 that the circulation distribution decreases as the 
aspect ratio increases and the circulation distribution reaches 
an asymptotic limit for values of the aspect ratio near 20.
Figures 3.4 through 3.7 show the effect of changing the
two dimensional section characteristics for elliptical wings of 
differing eccentricities. The section properties that were varied 
were the angle of zero lift and the lift curve slope. The NACA 2412 
and 4412 airfoils have the same lift curve slope but different angles 
of zero lift. The angles of zero lift are -1.9*̂  for the NACA 2412 
and -3.9® for the NACA 4412 airfoil. Both airfoils have a lift 
curve slope of .985(2%) per radian. The third wing was composed 
of airfoil sections having an angle of zero lift equal to zero and 
a lift curve slope of 2%. It is interesting to note that the 
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lift than the lift curve slope. Decreasing the angle of zero 
lift on a nonplanar wing has the same effect upon the circulation 
distribution as giving positive twist to a planar wing.
Each wing is also compared to the optimum circulation distribution 
as described by Cone [13]. Cone’s circulation distribution was 
optimized for minimum induced drag and a direct correlation between 
the two methods is not expected. The assumption that the chord 
remained constant was made prior to the development of any characteristic 
curves in this study. To obtain Cone’s optimized distribution 
would require varying the chord, angle of attack and/or the two 
dimensional lift curve slope with the span. It is interesting 
to note that the circulation distribution for a semi-circular 
channel of constant chord and composed of NACA 4412 airfoil 




Once the circulation distribution is known, determination 
of the lift for the wing is straightforward. Making use of the 
fact that
= pur (4.1)
where £ is the two dimensional force normal to the surface of n
the wing. The component of that is of interest is the 
component in the positive Z direction (see figure 3.1), the 
direction that is normally considered positive for the lift 
of a wing. The two dimensional lift, £, in this direction 
is found by taking the scalar product of and k,
£ = • k (4.2)
where
k = -ê sintfi - ê cos<j) (4.3)
in polar coordinates.
After an expression for £ is found, the result is then 
integrated across the span and the total lift, L, results.
33
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For an elllptically shaped wing this becomes
L = p U W l  B \ (4.4)
^ J  (b^sin^<|) +  a^cos^tf))*'
0
Since all coefficients will be arbitrarily based upon 
the projected wing area as described in chapter III, the wing 
lift coefficient becomes
C = . (4.5)
^ pSU%
Figures 4.1 through 4.8 show how the wing lift coefficient 
varies with the angle of attack for different aspect ratios 
and eccentricities of an elliptically shaped wing. The wing coefficient 
of lift increases with both the aspect ratio and the eccentricity.
For a given aspect ratio the coefficient of lift increases with 
eccentricity. From this result one may conclude that as the eccentricity 
approaches that of a planar wing the wing lift coefficient continues 
to increase, thus a planar wing of the same reference area produces 
greater lift.
Coefficient of Drag
The total drag of a wing is composed of two parts, the profile 


























































































Figure 4.8 Wing Lift Coefficient (e-.954)(NACA 2412 Airfoil)
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The Induced drag was computed by means of the expression 
b




C = — ^  . (4.7)
pSU2
In the process of calculating the Fourier coefficients it 
is necessary to calculate a sufficient number of collocation 
points in order that the induced drag will have some measure 
of accuracy. The reason is that the induced angle of attack 
is only known at the collocation points. Five or six collocation 
points per semi-span appear to be sufficient for the circulation 
distribution but this does not give enough data points to 
accurately determine the downwash distribution. The data in 
this section were taken using twenty collocation points per 
semi-span.
The profile drag was computed by the use of data from airfoil
sections 114]. The sectional profile drag was computed and then
these values were summed across the total span of the wing to
determine the total profile drag of the wing.
b
Dp = pcU% ^  Cj ds (4.8)
-b
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Again one makes use of the projected area, S, and finds that
b
COp - # j  Cj ds (4.9)
-b
where is a function of the local angle of attack. After one 
combines equations 4.7 and 4.9 the result is
P i
where is based upon the projected wing area, S. Drag polars 
were then constructed for wings composed of two different airfoil 
sections. The results are presented in figures 4.9 through 4.16.
When one compares wings composed of the same airfoil sections 
and the same coefficient of lift the total drag coefficient decreases 
as eccentricity increases for low values of the lift coefficient.
This is attributable to the fact that the profile drag is the most 
dominant form of drag within this range and as eccentricity decreases 
the wetted area of the wing increases. For higher values of the 
lift coefficient the induced drag becomes dominant and therefore 
the total drag coefficient increases with eccentricity.
After the coefficients of lift and drag are know it becomes 
a simple matter to plot the ratio L/D and these data are contained 
in figures 4.17 through 4.24.
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For the wings that were considered the maximum value of L/D 
increases with increasing eccentricity. This is indicative of the 
fact that for these particular wings the maximum L/D occurs at 
relatively low values of the lift coefficient and thus within the 
range where the profile drag is dominant.
The wings composed of NACA 4412 airfoil sections have a higher 
maximum value of L/D than do those composed at NACA 2412 airfoil 
sections for a given aspect ratio. The maximum value for both wings
occurs at low angles of attack where the predominant drag component
is profile drag. Therefore the lift to drag ratios for the wing 
will be nearly proportional to that given for the two dimensional 
airfoil. In each case the wing will have a smaller L/D ratio than
the airfoil due to a smaller lift coefficient. The NACA 4412 airfoil
has a higher maximum L/D ratio than the NACA 2412 airfoil because of
an increased camber thus Increasing the lift coefficient.
For wings of the same aspect ratio and airfoil section the angle 
of attack at which the maximum L/D ratio occurs is affected only 
slightly by a change in eccentricity. This small change in angle of 
attack is the result of two factors. First, the rate of change of 
the drag coefficient with angle attack is very small for small angles 
of attack and second the lift curve slope changes only slightly with 
eccentricity.
The lift curve slope was calculated for two different wings 
which were composed of different airfoil sections and the results 
were plotted against eccentricity for different aspect ratios in
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Figure 4.17 Wing L/D (e-0)(NACA 4412 Airfoil)
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Figure 4.26 Lift Curve Slope vs. Eccentricity (NACA 2412 Airfoil)
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For each wing of like aspect ratio and airfoil section the 
lift curve slope increases with eccentricity thus approaching the 
lift curve slope of a planar wing.
Efficiency Factor 
The efficiency factor, k, can be calculated by
k = L (4.11)
n AR C
"i
In this manner the efficiency of an elliptically shaped wing can 
be compared to that of a planar wing having an elliptical circulation 
distribution (k=l). The efficiency factor was found to be 
independent of the angle of attack and the results are contained in 
figure 4.27. These results are compared to the optimum values 
calculated by Cone and the difference is discussed in Chapter V.
Generalized Power Required 
A generalized power-required curve was developed using the 
expression developed by Perkins and Hage [15] for steady level 








where P is the power required. The results were plotted for a 
wing composed of NACA 4412 airfoil sections (figure 4.28) and 
are independent of eccentricity.
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Figure 4.27 Efficiency Factor vs. Eccentricity
(NACA 4412 and NACA 2412 Airfoils)
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Figure 4.28 Generalized Power-Required for an Elliptical Wing
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It must be remembered that the power ratio expressed here is that 
ratio required for overcoming the wing drag and makes no reference 
to the power required for a complete aircraft.
Endurance and Range 
The contribution that each wing makes to increasing the 
endurance and range can best be expressed by first inspecting 
the equation for range and endurance.
For best endurance, it is assumed that the angle of attack 
is very small and therefore the lift equals the weight. For steady 
flight it is also assumed that the thrust equals the drag.
Endurance then becomes
t
Endurance = \ dt
where t is the flight time. It is also possible to write
dt (4.14)
where dW is the incremental change in the aircraft weight and
Wf
Wf is the fuel rate of flow. The ratio __ is normally referred
T
to as the thrust specific fuel consumption and is given the symbol 
c. Therefore for a turbojet engine
"f
Endurance = - ( _! JL dW
W (4.15)
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where and are the initial and final aircraft weights res­
pectively. If, as in most cases, c is relatively constant for 
a turbojet engine, endurance is effected primarily by the ratio 
jk which should be maximized. For this reason the maximum lift
P
to drag ratio is plotted against eccentricity for different aspect 
ratio wings in figure 4.29. As discussed before, the maximum 
lift to drag ratio increases with eccentricity and therefore 
maximum endurance will be reached as the eccentricity approaches 
that of a planar wing.
The range is a product of the endurance and the velocity 
and therefore equation 4.15 is modified to reflect this change. 
Range for a turbojet engine is then expressed as
?
Range = - V U L (4.16)
J  c D W
%i
where the product IJ JL is commonly referred to as the range factor.
c D
The range factor must be maximized to produce the maximum range 
for a given aircraft and in general is a function of the altitude 
and the flight profile.
If the aircraft flies at a constant altitude, then equation 
4.16 can be rewritten as
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Figure 4.30 vs. Eccentricity
max
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and maximum range will be attained when the ratio /C^ is a
maximum. This of course assumes that the thrust specific fuel 
consumption, c, remains constant for a turbojet engine. Values
for I L are plotted against eccentricity for different aspect
max
ratio wings in figure 4.30. From these results it can be seen 
that the range also increases as eccentricity increases.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The circulation distribution that is predicted by lifting 
line theory shows that the efficiency, in the classical sense, 
is greater for the semi-circular shape than for elliptical shapes 
of eccentricity greater than zero. This can be better understood 
by realizing that the circulation is a measure of the normal 
force on the wing and the accompanying induced drag. Lift, 
however, is the vertical component of this normal force and by 
increasing the circulation near the wing tip one merely 
increases the induced drag without substantially increasing 
the lift.
Three different wings were considered in Chapter III, 
each having a different airfoil section. The properties that 
were varied were the angle of zero lift and the lift curve 
slope. The NACA 2412 and 4412 airfoils have the same lift 
curve slope but different angles of zero lift. The third 
wing was composed of airfoil sections having an angle of zero 
lift equal to zero and a lift curve slope of 2ir. It is 
interesting to note that the circulation distribution is 
effected more by the angle of zero lift than the lift curve 
slope. Decreasing the angle of zero lift on a non-planar 
wing has the same effect upon the circulation distribution 
as giving positive twist to a planar wing.
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The efficiency factor, k, compares very favorably with that 
predicted by Cone for optimum shapes. No attempt was made to 
optimize the wings in this study so the efficiency factor is 
slightly less than the optimum value. In private communications 
with Mr. Roger Smith of Manchester, Missouri, it was determined 
that he had experimentally determined that the efficiency factor 
for a semi-circular wing composed of NACA 4412 airfoil sections 
was 1.48. This compares quite well with the theoretical value 
of 1.47 as determined by this study.
One must look further than the efficiency factor to measure 
the qualities of a non-planar wing. Considering wings of the 
same span, one finds that for small values of the lift coefficient 
the induced drag decreases as the elliptical wing tends toward 
a semi-circular wing while the profile drag increases with the 
resultant that the total drag increases coupled with a decrease 
in lift. The result is that the lift to drag ratio increases 
with an increases in eccentricity for small values of the lift 
coefficient. This is not to imply that the planar wing always 
has the best lift to drag ratio. The case studied in this report 
only involves wings that have a constant chord and constant airfoil 
sectional properties. A variation in these properties could 
possibly produce an elliptically shaped wing with a lift to drag 
ratio greater than that of a planar wing.
The value in the lifting line theory lies in its relative
7&
simplicity. Although the required digital computer time is quite 
large (7000 seconds on a Burrough’s 6700 for 20 collocation points) 
a matrix of the values from the singular integrals is independent 
of airfoil section, chord and the angle of attack and may be 
calculated for each eccentricity. Once this is accomplished, 
wings of the same eccentricity but with varying chord, airfoil 
section and angle of attack may be solved with relative ease.
Further study is needed in the area of the wing tip. It 
is obvious that the Fourier series does not properly describe 
the circulation distribution in this regime. Insight into this 
problem might be derived from applying singular perturbation 
techniques to the lifting surface theory associated with non- 
planar wings.
The use of propellers mounted in the elliptical wing sections 
obviously produces greater lift, as tests have shown. To determine 
the effect upon sections of differing eccentricity it would be 
beneficial to experimentally determine the pressure distribution 
over these wings with power-off and then to evaluate the change 
in pressure distribution produced by power-on. In this manner one 
may possibly be able to determine the predominant factors associated 
with propellers mounted in a channel with a large change in velocity 
across the propeller disk.
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APPENDIX A 
Analysis of Lifting Line Theory 
using
Lifting Surface Theory
Inspection of equation 2.11 shows that the downwash 
becomes infinite at the wing tips, a problem that is characteristic 
of lifting line theory. To investigate this problem further it is 
convenient to refer to lifting surface theory and make use of an 
expression for the downwash as developed by Ashley and Landahl [12].
The downwash, w, is expressed as
w(x,s) = 47 \Y(xi,Si)K^p(xo,yo,zoo)dxidsi (A.l)
where
r
K = np ŷ sin ^(y) + ^(yi)























The variables xg, yg, zgg, r% and rg are defined by the 
following wxpressions and figure A.I.
Xo = X - XI
yo = y - yi











Since the ultimate goal will be to investigate the order 
of magnitude of certain terms in the neighborhood of various 
singularities it will suffice to assum a semi-circular shaped 
wing. Utilizing the geometry of a semi-circular wing the 
variables in equation A.l and A.2 become
dsi = Rdq 
'l>(y) = ij) - 4^yi) = n - J
(A. 8) 
(A. 9)
zg(y) = R(l-sin^) zg(yi) = R(l-sinn) (A.10)
z,Z2
i i
Figure A.l Geometry of a Semi-circular, Surface
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Zoo = R(sinn - sin^) 
y = -Rcos^ yi = -Rcosn
yo = R(cosn - coscj)) 
ri = R 2 - 2cos (#-n)*- j






Substitution of these expressions into equations A.l and 
A.2 yields
and
w ( x , * )  = TZ y(xi,n)K^p dxidn
Knp R^ 1̂2 - 2cos(#-n^
1 +
(A.16)
. 4-4cos ((j)-r))~ (sin^cosn-cos&sinn)2 1
ĵ x-xi )^+R^ (2-2cos (^-n)^%
(A.l:
At this time it becomes convenient to evaluate the downwash 
at x=0. This is consistent with the assumptions made for the 
lifting-line analysis, in particular the assumption that the 
aspect ratio is very large. Upon non-dimensionalizing 




2-2COS ( ip - r i )
1 -
ĵ 4-4cos (sin(f)Cosn-cos())sinn) ̂  J
jxi2-1̂ 2 |2-2cos(())-n̂
dx] dn (A.18)
where it should be understood that the variables x and x% 
are the new non-dimensional variables.
Now let the circulation distribution, y, be represented by
Y'(xi ,n) = - 1 - XI Y(n) (A.19)
which assumes a chordwise distribution that is linear and 
devoid of a singularity at the leading edge. This is a reasonable 
assumption since chordwise integration is performed prior to 
making any of the order of magnitude assumptions. In rewriting 
equation A.18 it is also convenient to make the following 
substitutions.
6 = ~ Ç = n-<J)
TT-* 1 [
" ( O ' * )  ■ (2- S L )  I "
r%i^+ '^(4-4coaÇ-ain^Ç^
r T l  =i% - > dg (A. 20)
+  ■^(2-2008̂ 21
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At this point two parameters are of interest. First of 
all how does the expression for downwash behave when 6 is much 
less than Ç, and secondly how does the expression behave for 
those values of Ç much less than 6?
To investigate the first of these questions it is assumed
that
6 << S
which is a valid assumption; being in consonance with the 
assumptions for lifting line theory. Expanding the integrand 
of equation A.20 for small values of — and integrating across the
chord gives
^  ̂  ^ order | (A.21)
or
The leading term of equation A.22 is of course identical to 
the downwash term in equation 3.6 if the proper substitution is
made for the semi-circular shaped wing.
Since a semi-circular shaped wing has been assumed, it is
necessary in the order of magnitude analysis to assume that
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using the radius of the circle is analagous to using the 
radius of curvature for a non-circular section if the same 
order of magnitude analysis is to be carried forward to 
elliptical shaped wings. Figure A.2 shows the relationship 
between eccentricity and the radius of curvature at the 
wing tip. The tip is of course chosen since it represents 
the minimum radius of curvature for the wing. The radius 
of curvature, p, at the wing tip is expressed as
rn ^ Ll - 3e^ + 3e^ - e^J ,
" (1-e^)^ [1 - 2e^ + e'+J (*.23)
The effect that the small values of radius of curvature 
at the tip will have on the overall circulation distribution 
is expected to be negligible but will have to be considered 
when tip effects are discussed.
The second aspect of the problem is a little more difficult 
to evaluate. First, equation A.20 will be divided into three 
intervals as follows.
w(0,« - F(xi,Ç)dxi dÇ(2-2COSÇ)













Figure A.2 The Ratio of Radius of Curvature to Span vs. Eccentricity (<j>=0)
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where
F(xi ,0 = (1 - xi) <




Since the area of interest is when
Ç «  6 «  1
it is only necessary to evaluate the integral in the range -e to e,
assuming that e is the same order of magnitude as Ç.
After performing the chordwise integration and then








Y ) -1 + 1 to ̂ _____^6Ç 26^ 26 46' 24 6"A? A* 26 + dÇ > (A.26)
Assuming that y(<(>+5) is essentially constant for the small 
interval, - e to e, the integration from -e to e can then be 
performed and results in a correction term of order e , a
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correction term that is treated in more detail in appendix C.
The previous discussion assumes that all of the collocation 
points, points at which downwash is calculated, are interior 
points. If a collocation point is placed at the tip of the 




y(C) —  + —^  £n 6Ç 26^ 26 46' S , n ^ +  ••• dg > (A.27)
It is quite evident from equation A.27 that the downwash becomes 
infinite at the tip of the wing, a result that is mathematically 
misleading. Physically this is not possible and 
several approaches to alleviating this impossibility may be 
considered.
An expression involving matched asymptotic expansions 
is a distinct possibility and would give the most detailed 
knowledge of the phenomena that are occurring in the neighborhood 
of the wing tip. This method is of course lengthy and does 
not seem warranted if the end result that is required is only
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to find the circulation distribution as is the case for this 
study.
The downwash near the tip of the wing goes to infinity 
like the natural logarithim of the angular displacement from 
the tip as can be seen from equation A.27. The assumption 
that was made which led to the aforementioned result is of 
course that the circulation distribution can be adequately 
represented by a Fourier series. The downwash then becomes the 
integral of the curves shown in figure A.11. Two different 
curves are shown in this figure and both of them are meant 
to be only a graphical representation of the trend in data 
and not specific values for a particular wing. The area under 
the curve in case I represents the downwash at y=b and 
it is clearly evident that the value of the downwash is 
infinite at this point, the tip of the wing. The area 
under the curve in case II represents the downwash at an 
interior point of the wing and has a finite value. The implication 
is that the Fourier series does not adequately represent the 
circulation distribution, especially if a collocation point is to 
be placed near the tip of the wing.
Figures A.3 through A.10 show the effect of placing a 
collocation point too close to the tip of the wing. The collocation 
point that is the closest to the tip of the wing has an angular 
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series representation of the circulation distribution is to be 
used then certain steps must be taken to modify the usage of the 
lifting line theory.
For equation 3.15 to be completely valid, when the Fourier 
series approximation is used, the chord, c, between the wing tip 
and the last collocation point must be allowed to take values that 
will satisfy this equation. It is obvious from this equation 
that the chord must go to zero at the tip if the aforementioned 
equation is to be valid.
Two approaches were taken to investigate the manner in which 
the chord goes to zero at the tip of the wing. First of all the 
data presented in figures A.3 through A.10 imply that the chord 
may be assumed to have a constant value if the first collocation 
point is a minimum of 0.1 radians from the tip of the wing for 
all values of eccentricity. The Fourier coefficients that were 
obtained in this manner were then used to calculate the downwash 
at points between the wing tip and the first collocation point. 
These values of downwash were used to calculate a value for the 
distribution of the chord, c', that would satisfy equation 3.24 
for the special case of a semi-circular channel. This is course 
an approximation since none of these values for the chord were 
in fact used to calculate the original values of the Fourier 
coefficients.
The second approach involves assuming a chord distribution 
from the wing tip (̂ "0) to a value of 4=0.1 radians. Equation A.27
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Implies that the chord must go to zero as fast or faster than 
l/£n (f) where (f) is the angular displacement from the tip of the 
wing. Arbitrarily a chord distribution where
ÿ- = sin2 (A. 28)
was chosen for the span between the wing tip and the station 
where (j)=0.1 radians. The remainder of the semi-span has a constant 
value for the chord, c. A comparison between this distribution 
and the one calculated using the lifting line theory is shown in 
figure A.12.
A further check on the method of assuming a chord distribution 
as described in equation A.28 was made by recomputing the Fourier 
coefficients by locating one of the collocation points at a point 
where cj)/3=0.5. The value of the angle, g, was again chosen to be 
0.1 radians. The Fourier coefficients and the resulting circulation 
distribution did not show any appreciable change from those values 
determined by having all collocation points at an angular displacement 
equal to or greater than o.l radians. One may then conclude that 
either the assumed chord distribution is correct or that the contribution 
from the tip section is negligible and may be neglected. The latter 
explanation is more physically appealing and it is this method 
by which the final data will be collected. To further substantiate 
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Figure A.12 Chord Distribution Near The Tip of the Wing
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this time the rate of change of the circulation distribution was 
multiplied by a factor equal to
sll.2 ^
where again S was chosen to be 0.1 radians. One of the collocation 
points was again chosen to be at a point where ^/g=0.5. The 
resulting data again showed no appreciable change.
Prior to concluding the discussion on the effect of the 
wing tip upon the wing it is convenient to again refer to the 
radius of curvature at the tip of the wing. To assume that 
the approach taken in equation A.22 is valid, the assumption 
is made that 6 is much smaller than where Ç is of the order 
one in this expression. If p, the radius of curvature, becomes 
of the same order of magnitude as c then equation A.22 is no 
longer valid and therefore elliptical shapes with an eccentricity 
which permits the ratio c/p to become greater than say 0.1 
should theoretically be excluded from this study. However, 
the effect of the small radius of curvature at the tip is 
localized and does not have an overall appreciable effect 
upon the results. Acceptable data has been obtained for 
values of c/p much greater than 0.1.
The final conclusion from this analysis is that the ideas 
associated with lifting line theory are applicable to non- 
planar surfaces. As in planar lifting line theory, the chord
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distribution does play an important role in determining the 
validity of using a Fourier series for the circulation 
distribution. However, acceptable results are obtained for 
a non-planar wing having a constant chord if one is careful 
in the selection of the collocation points.
APPENDIX B 
Circular Channels (e = 0)
In restricting equation 3.15 to the special case of a 
circular channel the algebraic expressions become greatly 
simplified.
Since
b=a i.e. K=1 
it is found that
ITand
0
the integrand being singular in the limit as ri approaches 4>- 
A trigonometric identity allows the previous integral to 
be rewritten as
COS nr) dn











cot 4»+n2 cos nn dn
since it can be shown that
cot 4i-n cos nn dn = ^ c o t
-IT
itn cos nn dn
it follows that
cot <j)~n ! cos nn dn = cot <i>+n cos nn dn
-IT
cot 4>+n cos nn dn
In evaluating the first integral on the right hand side of 
the previous equation it is necessary to make the following 
substitution.
Let










cot Y COS nX dX + s in nif) ^  cot s in nX dX
Since the integrand is an odd function for all values of n
(})+7r
cot -j COS nX dX = 0
ir
and it follows that
cot i ± i
-TT
(j)+7r








"n - V l cot Y sin nX - sin(n-l)X dX
(J)-7T
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Upon evaluation it is found that
•'n - V l  = °
and therefore
J = J, = 2tt n 1
which gives
cot cos nn dn = 2ïï s in  ntj)
-TT
The expression for the induced angle of attack is now
— IT
2ir s in  ncf) - 1 cot (fi+ ri
2
cos nn dnJ
In the remaining integral let
X = (j) + n
and therefore
cot ±tn. cos nn dn *  COS n(|) I cot cos nX dX
(j)+Tr




Hn cot -J sin nX dX
and therefore
(j)+ïï
H - H - n n-1 cot Y sin nX - sin(n-l)X dX
Upon evaluation of this integral it is found that
H - H = - n n-1 n sin n(j) +
n-1 l+(-l) sin (j) cos n^ - cos <j) sin n<})
and
Now let
= IT - 2 sin (j)
( | ) + T r
cot Y  COS nX dX (0^4<n)
and evaluate as before finding that
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I - I . = — n n-1 n (-1)^-1 cos ncfi -
1
n-1 l+C-l)
n cos (f) COS nij) + sin (j) sin ncfi
where
= In 1 + cos (j) 1 - cos ^ - 2 cos <()
The final expression for the induced angle of attack
is
2ir sin ncj) - I cos ncj) - H sin ncj) n n




Convergence of ^  Q(n) dn 
0
Equation 3.21 is usually evaluated in the following 
format,
ÏÏ r ÿ-E (j)+e IT
^Q(n) dn = ^Q(n) dn +^Q(n) dn + C Q(n) dn
®  ̂ (j)-e (|)+e
In the limit
(j)+e
S'(j)-e^  I q(n) dn '  0
but for machine integrations it becomes necessary to investigate 
how this integral converges to zero for small values of e.
Let
X = n “ <|)
and therefore
(j)+e e





Q(ti) sin(&-n) + ChN^ cos(*-n) - M%. sin& cos# (K̂  -1)
- 2MN cos(ÿ-n)
where
M = (K̂  sin̂ n + coŝ n)
and
N = (K̂  sin^^ + cos^^)^
Rewriting these expressions in the new variable X gives
Q(X) _ "MN^sinX + _MN^cos X - sin (|) cos <j) (K̂ -1)
Wf + N% - 2MN cos X
where
M = K^sin^ (X+fj)) + coŝ (X+(j))
Expanding M and powers of M in a Taylor series gives












Substituting these values into the expression for Q 
and remembering that
sin 1 = X + O(X^)
and
cos X = 1 - + O(X^)
gives
Q(X) = -N^ JJ^+(K^-l)^3in̂(j)coŝii). Jn sin<j) cos# (K̂ -1)
(K̂ -l)̂ sin̂ (J)Coŝ (}) + 
(
2 |(K^-l)^sin^(|)cos^^ +
<3N^ + (K^-1) (coŝ (j) - sin̂ (j))+(K̂ -l)̂ sin̂ (j)coŝ ^
Integrating over the given limits gives
e
E(<j>) = ^Q(X) dX = -
-E
Nsintj) cos(j) (K^-1)_____
(K̂ -l)̂ sin̂ (j)COŝ (|) +
3N^ + (K -̂1) (coŝ (j)-sin̂ )̂ + (K̂ -l)̂ sin̂ (j)coŝ (|>




The computer program used in calculating the Fourier 
coefficients is a combination of integration schemes and 
a routine for solving a system of linear non-homogeneous 
equations.
Since the integration scheme is required to evaluate 
tlie Cauchy principle value of singular integrals, special 
care must be exercised. A distance of - .001 radians was 
excluded around the singular point and from this limit 
to - .1 radians a 32-point Gaussian quadrature method was 
used (DQG32). This method was chosen because of the steep 
slope of the function in this area. Outside of these limits 
a straight forward use of the trapezoidal rule (DQATR) was 
used. Jn using the trapezoidal rule, the step size must 
be small enough so that the oscillatory nature of the function 
is smoothed out and the value of the integral converges.
All variables within the program are denoted by using 
comment cards.
Ill
c ENTIRE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN AND MAY BE MODIFIED TO









C EPT IS THE ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT MEASURED IN RADIANS FROM THE
C TIP OF THE WING TO THE FIRST COLLOCATION POINT
NC0L=9
C NCOL IS THE NUMBER OF COLLOCATION POINTS USED
C0L=NC0L-1 ^
FLIM=0.001








C E IS THE ECCENTRICITY OF THE ELLIPTICAL SHAPED WING
B=1.0
C B IS THE SEMI-SPAN OF THE WING
A=B*B99
































































AO IS THE SLOPE OF THE LIFT CURVE (DCL/D ALPHA)
C=0.1
C IS THE CHORD OF THE WING 
ALZ=0.0
ALZ IS ANGLE OF ZERO LIFT MEASURED IN DEGREES 
ALO=PI*ALZ/180.
AZ—6•0
AZ IS THE ANGLE OF ATTACK OF THE CENTER SECTION OF THE WING
DO 400 K9=l,2
AL=PI*AZ/180.















110 FORMAT(1H1,3X,23HSEMI-SPAN OF CHANNEL = ,F6.2,4X,
119HDEPTH OF CHANNEL = ,F6.2,//,4X,15HECCENTRICITY = ,F10.8, 
27X,19HLIFT CURVE SLOPE = ,F10.6,//,4X,8HCH0RD = ,F8.4,10X, 
321HANGLE OF ZERO LIFT = ,F8.4,//,4X,18HANGLE OF ATTACK = ,F8.4, 
4///)



















































































TO COMPUTE AN APPROXIMATION FOR INTEGRAL(FCT(X), SUMMED 
OVER X FROM XL TO XU).
USAGE
CALL DQATR (XL,XU,EPS,NDIM,FCT,Y,1ER,AUX)










DOUBLE PRECISION LOWER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL.
DOUBLE PRECISION UPPER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL.
SINGLE PRECISION UPPER BOUND OF THE ABSOLUTE ERROR.
THE DIMENSION OF THE AUXILIARY STORAGE ARRAY AUX.
NDIM-1 IS THE MAXIMAL NUMBER OF BISECTIONS OF 
THE INTERVAL (XL,XU).
THE NAME OF THE EXTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION 
SUBPROGRAM USED.
RESULTING DOUBLE PRECISION APPROXIMATION FOR THE 
INTEGRAL VALUE.
A RESULTING ERROR PARAMETER.




ERROR PARAMETER 1ER IS CODED IN THE FOLLOWING FORM 
IER=0 - IT WAS POSSIBLE TO REACH THE REQUIRED ACCURACY.
c NO ERROR.
C IER=1 - IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO REACH THE REQUIRED ACCURACY
C BECAUSE OF ROUNDING ERRORS.
C IER=2 - IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO CHECK ACCURACY BECAUSE NDIM
C IS LESS THAN 8, OR THE REQUIRED ACCURACY COULD NOT
C BE REACHED WITHIN NDIM-1 STEPS, NDIM SHOULD BE
C INCREASED.
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
C THE EXTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FCT(X)
C MUST BE CODED BY THE USER. ITS DOUBLE PRECISION ARGUMENT X
C SHOULD NOT BE DESTROYED.
C
C METHOD
C EVALUATION OF Y IS DONE BY MEANS OF TRAPEZOIDAL RULE IN
C CONNECTION WITH ROMBERGS PRINCIPLE. ON RETURN Y CONTAINS
C THE BEST POSSIBLE APPROXIMATION OF THE INTEGRAL VALUE AND
C VECTOR AUX THE UPWARD DIAGONAL OF ROMBERG SCHEME.
C COMPONENTS AUX(I) (1=1,2,...,IEND, WITH TEND LESS THAN OR
C EQUAL TO NDIM) BECOME APPROXIMATIONS TO INTEGRAL VALUE WITH
C DECREASING ACCURACY BY MULTIPLICATION WITH (XU-XL).
C FOR REFERENCE, SEE
C (1) FILIPPI, DAS VERFAHREN VON ROMBERG-STIEFEL-BAUER ALS
C SPEZIALFALL DES ALLGEMEINEN PRINZIPS VON RICHARDSON,
C MATHEMATIK-TECHNIK-WIRTSCHAFT, VOL.11, ISS.2 (1964),
C PP,49-54.


































c A NEW APPROXIMATION OF INTEGRAL VALUE IS COMPUTED BY MEANS OF
C TRAPEZOIDAL RULE.
C
C START OF ROMBERGS EXTRAPOLATION METHOD.
0=1.DO 
JI=I-1 

































C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C A - MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS STORED COLUMNlflSE. THESE ARE
C DESTROYED IN THE COMPUTATION. THE SIZE OF MATRIX A IS ^
C N BY N.
C B - VECTOR OF ORIGINAL CONSTANTS (LENGTH N), THESE ARE
C REPLACED BY FINAL SOLUTION VALUES, VECTOR X.
C N - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS AND VARIABLES. N MUST BE .GT. ONE.
C KS - OUTPUT DIGIT
C 0 FOR A NORMAL SOLUTION
C 1 FOR A SINGULAR SET OF EQUATIONS
C
C REMARKS
C MATRIX A MUST BE GENERAL.
C IF MATRIX IS SINGULAR, SOLUTION VALUES ARE MEANINGLESS.
C AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION MAY BE OBTAINED BY USING MATRIX
C INVERSION (MINV) AMD MATRIX PRODUCT (GMPRD).
C




C METHOD OF SOLUTION IS BY ELIMINATION USING LARGEST PIVOTAL
C DIVISOR. EACH STAGE OF ELIMINATION CONSISTS OF INTERCHANGING
C ROWS WHEN NECESSARY TO AVOID DIVISION BY ZERO OR SMALL
C ELEMENTS.
C THE FORWARD SOLUTION TO OBTAIN VARIABLE N IS DONE IN
C N STAGES. THE BACK SOLUTION FOR THE OTHER VARIABLES IS
C CALCULATED BY SUCCESSIVE SUBSTITUTIONS. FINAL SOLUTION
C VALUES ARE DEVELOPED IN VECTOR B, WITH VARIABLE 1 IN B(l),
C VARIABLE 2 IN B(2)......... VARIABLE N IN B(N).
C IF NO PIVOT CAN BE FOUND EXCEEDING A TOLERANCE OF 0.0,
C THE MATRIX IS CONSIDERED SINGULAR AND KS IS SET TO 1. THIS

























































DO 65 IX=JY,N 
IXJ=IQS+IX 
IT=J-IX 


























C TO COMPUTE INTEGRAL(FCT(X), SUMMED OVER X FROM XL TO XU)
C
C USAGE
C CALL DQG32 (XL,XU,FCT,Y)
C PARAMETER FCT REQUIRES AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C XL - DOUBLE PRECISION LOWER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL.
C XU DOUBLE PRECISION UPPER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL.
C FCT - THE NAME OF AN EXTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION
C SUBPROGRAM USED.





C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
C THE EXTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FCT(X)
C MUST BE FURNISHED BY THE USER.
C
C METHOD
C EVALUATION IS DONE BY MEANS OF 32-POINT GAUSS QUADRATURE
C FORMULA, WHICH INTEGRATES POLYNOMIALS UP TO DEGREE 63
C EXACTLY. FOR REFERENCE, SEE
c V.I.KRYLOV, APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF INTEGRALS,
C MACMILLAN, NEW YORK/LONDON, 1962, PP,100-111 AND 337-340.
C
C .... ...........................................................
c
c
c
SUBROUTINE DQG32(XL,XU,FCT,Y)
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU,Y,A,B,C,FCT
A=.5D0*(XU+XL)
B=XU-XL
C=.49863193092474078D0*B
Y=.35093050047350483D-2*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.49280575577263417D0*B m
Y=Y+.8137197365452835D-2*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.48238112779375322D0*B
Y=Y+.12696032654631030D-1*(FCT(A4G)+FCT(A-C))
C=.467453037968S6984D0*B
Y=Y+.17136931456510717D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
G=.44816057 7883O2606D0*B
Y=Y+.21417949011113340D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.42468380686628499D0*B
Y=Y+.25499029631188088D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.39724189798397120D0*B
Y=Y+.29342046739267774D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.36609105937014484D0*B
Y=Y+.32911111388180923D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.33152213346510760D0*B
Y=Y+.36172897054424253D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.29385787862038116D0*B
Y=Y+.39096947893535153D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.25344995446611470D0*B
Y=Y+.41655962113473378D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.21067563806531767D0*B
Y=Y+.43826046502201906D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.16593430114106382D0*B
Y=Y+.45586939347881942D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.11964368112606854D0*B
Y=Y+.46922199540402283D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C))
C=.7223598079139825D-1*B
Y=Y+.47819360039637430D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCI(A-C))
C=.24153832843869158D-1*B
Y=B*(Y+.48270044257363900D-1*(FCT(A+C)+FCT(A-C)))
RETURN K
END
